Corporate Partner
Opportunities
Our Work is a Business Imperative

Female Talent Pipeline

Please join the Integrating Women Leaders Foundation
(IWL) as we continue our efforts to accelerate the
advancement of ALL women to drive individual and
organizational growth. The positive impact of women
in leadership positions is undeniable. As our businesses,
our economy, our communities, and our world heal from
the events of 2020 and 2021, it’s a critical time to engage,
recognize and celebrate women as the bold, strategic
and empathetic leaders we are.
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As an IWL Corporate Partner, we challenge you to REACH
with us in 2022! Our annual conference will inspire
women to REACH within to unlock their full potential
by fueling confidence to lead boldly. Hear messages and
advice to challenge your team to REACH out as mentors
and allies to all women. Invest in yourself and your
organization and join us as we REACH for gender equity,
encouraging women to show up as they are and allowing
you to leverage your full talent bench.

2021 McKinsey Women in the Workplace Report

1 in 3 Number of women considering taking
a leave of absence, reducing hours, moving to
part-time or switching to a less demanding job.
That number was 1 in 4 a year ago.

Imagine the collective REACH we can have as partners!
Become an IWL Corporate Partner today.

CORPORATE PARTNER LEVELS
Category

Marquee
$35,000

Diamond
$25,000

Premier
$17,500

Platinum
$12,500

Gold
$10,000

Silver
$7,500

IWL Annual Women’s Leadership Conference 2022
Virtual Conference + Networking
Admissions
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VIP Viewing Party June 8
(in Indianapolis)
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60-Second PSA
Signage Recognition at
Indianapolis and Louisville
In-Person Networking Events
Partner Page on Virtual
Conference Platform

(Premier Placement) (Premier Placement)

Logo in Print + Digital Marketing
Color Ad in Program
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Team Viewing Kit

Beyond the Conference
Discount on Virtual Allyship Event
Admissions

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%

5%

Discount on IWL Digital Content
(by Level)

15%

15%

10%

10%

5%

5%

Discount on IWL Workshops
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15%
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10%

5%

5%

Discount on Whoopla! FUNdraiser
“Best Seats in the House”
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20%
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Early Access to Executive
Women’s Retreat (by Level)

Whoopla! VIP Passes
(with Ticket Purchase)
W Talks Participation

Separate sponsorship opportunities are available for the IWL Virtual Allyship Event, the IWL Executive Women’s Retreat and the Whoopla! Fundraising Event.

SAVE THE DATES

2022 Women’s Leadership Conference
REACH with IWL through our Annual Women’s Leadership Virtual Conference — two half
days, June 8 and 9, then connect with other conference attendees the week of June 13
for networking and discussion (attendee choice of virtual networking or in-person events in
Indianapolis or Louisville).

June 8

June 9

Hear uplifting keynote speakers
and discussion panelists as they
share personal and professional
stories, and encourage all of us to
REACH for our goals. To REACH
inside ourselves. To REACH out
and work together to make
change. And to REACH back and
help others along the way.

Be the first to hear the results
of the IWL State of Allyship-inAction Benchmark Study. Then
choose one of three interactive
and actionable learning tracks
focused on the relevant issues
facing women today. Don’t want
to miss other tracks? Say no to
FOMO — all tracks will be available
for on-demand viewing for 15 days
following the conference.

10am - 2:30pm EDT

10am - 2:30pm EDT

Week of June 13 —
Join others for post-conference
networking events dedicated to
REACHing out to share ideas
and perspectives, and build upon
conference programming takeaways and action-planning.

June 14 - Louisville, KY
June 15 - Virtual
June 16 - Indianapolis, IN

Ask About IWL’s Team Viewing Kit and On-Demand Viewing Post-Conference

A C T I V A T I O N JUNE 9

I N S P I R A T I O N

JUNE 8

2 GREAT HALF-DAYS AND MORE!

MEET YOUR
MAINSTAGE
SPEAKERS

Leigh Anne Tuohy

Turn Around, REACH Out and Make A Difference
Leigh Anne Tuohy, the resolute matriarch and businesswoman whose family inspired the hit film The Blind
Side, will challenge us all to re-think what REACHing out really means. We encounter opportunities to
REACH out and REACH back to help others every single day, and what may seem like a small gesture to us
may make a world of difference in someone else’s life. Hear from Leigh Anne, get inspired and make your
next step one that causes you to turn around and meet a need — in your workplace, in your immediate
circle, or in your community. REACH out. Make a difference. Repeat.

Bonnie St. John and Darcy Deane
REACH Higher. How Great Women Lead: 10 Years Later
Olympic skier, amputee and IWL alum, Bonnie St. John, will be returning to our conference mainstage,
joined by her daughter, Darcy Deane, for a don’t miss conversation 10 years after the publication of their
book How Great Women Lead: A Mother-Daughter Adventure Into the Lives of Women Shaping the
World. The mother-daughter duo will talk candidly about the heart-to-heart conversations they enjoyed
and connections they made while profiling some of the world’s most prominent female role models, and
explore the advances — and the setbacks — women leaders have faced over the decade since their book hit
the best seller list in 2012.

Katty Kay

REACH Within and Unlock Your Full Potential
Confidence! With it, we can take on the world; without it, we don’t ask for raises, request that important
meeting or take risks. In the success equation, research shows that confidence is even more critical than
competence. But what is confidence? Where does it come from? Are we born with it or do we acquire it?
And why do women have less of it than their talents deserve? Award-winning journalist and best-selling
author, Katty Kay, will reveal what we all need to know about the art and science of confidence, share what
we need to do to make confidence a choice, and challenge us to take action — to REACH within,
to get outside our comfort zones, to take risks, and discover the secret to success.

3 REACH
LEARNING
TRACKS

Communication

Finance

Leadership

Level Up Your Communication and
REACH Your Goals

Own Your Financial Power

The New Leadership Triangle:
Agility, Empathy & Optimism

Communication and connection are the
new business currency. How would you
describe your communication style? Is it
effective and authentic to you? Learn hacks
from our experts in body language analysis,
emotional intelligence, negotiation,
and internal and external interaction, to
become a master communicator and
REACH your goals.

When it comes to gender parity, finance
is one of the last frontiers for women to
gain equal footing. Learn how to leverage,
grow, and own your economic power
as our financial wizards will help tackle
the gender gap in money management,
provide tips for your investing, and talk
corporate budgeting and the bottom line.

What kind of a leadership conference
would we be if we didn’t offer a Learning
Track dedicated to the act of leading?
Our insiders share best practices of the
Leadership Triangle™ to help leaders like
you create collaborative, authentic and
empowered workplaces by adopting an
agile mindset, applying soft skills like
compassion and empathy, and tapping
the optimist within to help REACH your
full potential together.

BEYOND THE CONFERENCE
Let’s Work Together to REACH our Potential For over a decade, IWL has been focused on
accelerating the advancement of women and inviting men into our work is part of our “how.”
With your partnership, we can REACH more women leaders and male allies to make strides
towards equitable workplaces. Partner with IWL to explore tactics and strategies to create a
workplace environment where individuals are valued for their unique identities, experiences
and perspectives. Let’s REACH for this vision together.

Virtual Allyship Event — September, 2022
IWL helps organizations leverage their full talent bench by partnering to build
cultures of respect and equal opportunity. The events of the past couple of years
erased a decade of progress toward the advancement of women. To truly move the
needle on gender equality, MEN ARE KEY. Male allies, take action and register for our
first-ever conference created specifically for you, regardless of where you are on your
allyship journey.

Executive Women’s Retreat — October, 2022
Book your spot for our four-day Executive Women’s Retreat in the beautiful
and mountainous Carefree, AZ. The retreat will address burnout and focus
on REACHing personal and professional goals through optimal performance
coaching led by IWL All-Star, Coach Dar Santore. This event will be limited to just
30 women leaders, so lock in your spot now and join us as we promote rest and
wellness to restore and reignite passion and purpose.

FUNdraising Event — November, 2022
It’s an evening to Sip, Shop & Socialize. Join IWL for an entertaining and
inspirational night out featuring a conversation with an IWL special guest you won’t
want to miss. The evening will also feature guest musical performances and an
opportunity to shop at Whoopla! pop-up shops. Support women-owned businesses
and the IWL Foundation AND get a start on your holiday shopping – or pick up a
gift for yourself!

Book Club
Engage in the IWL Book Club connecting women and men around new ideas,
experiences and perspectives. These affinity groups provide safe spaces for
discussion of important ideas. IWL’s selected books help readers understand the
world differently so they can go out and change it for the better. Put together
a group of readers (8-12 members is ideal) or contact us to be connected with
other individual club members seeking to join a group.

THANK YOU 2021 CORPORATE PARTNERS!

Supporting Partners
RIVERS
CREATIVE

GROUP, LLC

Learn more at IWLconference.org

